
Library of Sumy State University: 

 new information space 

Every user needs to: 
 

- Be able to formulate 

information requests 

 

- Search necessary 

information effectively 

 

- Analyze, process and 

create a qualitatively 

new own information 



Introduction of technologies isn’t a debt to fashion, it’s a necessity which is 

dictated by time, it’s a way for orientation in the modern information space 

- News 
 

- Announcements 
 

- Useful 

information 

Our motto is  

«Constantly study yourselves  

and train others» 
http://vk.com/lib_sumdu 

Access to resources is provided from the 

Library site : http://library.sumdu.edu.ua 



    Library reader’s card  

is a modern, fast and easy access to information 

 

Library reader’s card 

Automated services 

Own PIN code 

 (electronic  signature) 

- Access to E-library 

- Online order for the literature  

- Viewing own electronic card 

 



We have no traditional catalogues Online consultation helps to solve 

problems about usage of E-Catalogue 

and library resources: 

 library@sumdu.edu.ua 

Electronic Catalogue  

provides: 

 

 

 

- access through the Internet 

 

- multidimensional search of documents 

 

- access to the electronic copies 

 

- online order for the documents  

 

- viewing own electronic card 

 



- It displays all available library resources 

- It renews in real time 

- It contains the full-text electronic copies of: 

   books  

   methodical instructions 

   lecture notes  

   collections of tasks  

  journals  

   technical documents 

Electronic Catalogue 

http://lib.sumdu.edu.ua 

 - It provides two types of access 

 to the electronic copies:  

 

I type - free access to all editions of SSU 

 

II type - authorized  access (username / 

password) 



Electronic online library 

Make your life easier! 

More than thirty thousand documents! 

Download electronic copies  

anytime and anywhere! 

http://library.sumdu.edu.ua 



Viewing own electronic card 

- a list of the literature which was given out and which is in 

use for today 

- a history: it displays a list of the documents that were in 

use earlier 

From the Library site  

From the site of Electronic Catalogue 

You can browse: 



        In open access : 

        - printed and electronic publications 

        - electronic resources of the library  

 

     We provide consultations, 

      information references and assistance 

      in working with electronic resources 

Reading rooms 

Service area Wi-Fi 
 Use without registration 

and password 

76 computers and Internet 
 

 



The latest equipment 

 to browse, read  

and record information: 

 

scanners, printers,  

copiers, card readers  



The library will satisfy information 

requests of  the most fastidious user 

You need to use freely information resources 

which your library provides 



Quick access to all electronic publications of the library 

Qr Code Reader - through  

any mobile device with a 

camera and Internet access 



 

On the first day of the academic year 

librarians conduct lectures on the topic  

"Fundamentals of Information Culture“  

for freshmen  

On practical lessons 

 "Developing the Skills  

of Information Search"  

students reinforce the acquired knowledge 

and skills of library resources usage 



 
The webinars, seminars and trainings are conducted 

for library staff to be aware of modern library 

resources and news 
 

 

- Formation of instructions and presentations for 

users 

- Conduction of seminars to familiarize students 

and lecturers with new resources 

 

Every day we: 
    - introduce something new  

    - improve existing 

- analyze services 

- study ourselves 

- train users 



To introduce users with 

information resources and services 

of the library 

 is a guarantee of the effectiveness of 

the further use 



 

A development of any institution depends on the people who work in it.  

A librarian is a bibliographer, document expert, information manager 

                                 Welcome to Ukraine!  
     Library of Sumy State University        http://library.sumdu.edu.ua 


